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The minimum modulus function is well known as a tool of quantitative estimates
of the allowable size of perturbations of Fredholm and semi-Fredholm operators in
Banach spaces. Here we discuss the possibility of similar results in the setting of
operator algebras. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recall that for a closed operator x between Banach spaces, the mini-
 . 5 5   ...  .mum modulus of x is g x s inf xj rd j , N x . Here N xj f N x .
 .denotes the kernel of x. It is well known that g x ) 0 if and only if x has
closed range. In the study of operators and the quantities associated with
them, the concept of stability under ``small'' perturbations is central. Here
the word ``small'' may refer to an operator with prescribed small norm, or
an operator belonging to some special class, such as the compact operator
ideal.
 .For example, it is well known that if x g B X, Y is semi-Fredholm and
 .  .  .y g K X, Y then x q y too is semi-Fredholm and k x q y s k x .
 . 5 5  .Similarly if y g B X, Y with y - g x then x q y is again semi-Fred-
 .  .  .  .  .  .holm and a x q y F a x , b x q y F b x , k x q y s k x . Here
 .  .B ?,? denotes the bounded operators and K ?,? denotes the compact
operators. a , b , k respectively denote the nullity, defect, and index.
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On the other hand, it was shown by Bouldin in the Hilbert space setting
w xin 2 that for non-semi-Fredholm operators, the index demonstrates the
maximum possible degree of instability under compact perturbations.
These results have been extended to a Banach space setting by Gonzalez
w xand Onieva in 5 and to the setting of operator ranges by Labuschagne in
w x11 . There are further developments by Alvarez, Alvarez, and Gonzalez
w xin 1 .
A key tool in these developments is the following result:
 .  .( Suppose x g B X, Y is non-semi-Fredholm but has closed
 .range. Then there exists y g K X, Y such that x q l y does not have
close range for every l / 0.
The proof of this result is reasonably straightforward in the Hilbert
 . wspace setting where X s Y s H and is implicit in the proof of 2,
 .xTheorem 2.1 1 . On the other hand in the Banach space case, this is more
w xsophisticated result due to Goldman}see 4, V 2.6 .
In recent years there have been various attempts at generalizing various
classical results relating to compact operators in particular results that
 .  .consider K H as an ideal in the algebra B H to the setting of a von
Neumann algebra M containing a closed sided ideal I, and in the most
wpart these generalizations have been successful}see, for example, 7]10,
x12]16, 3 . In particular it should be mentioned that by making use of the
w x w xdimension function of Tomiyama and the work of Wils 17 , Olsen 13 has
developed a comprehensive Fredholm theory and index theory for closed
two sided ideals in von Neumann algebras.
 .It is therefore not without interest to note that an analogue of ( in this
setting namely
 .w Suppose x g M is non-semi-Fredholm relative to the closed
two-sided ideal I, but has closed range. Then there exists y g I such that
x q l y does not have closed range for every l / 0.
is not, in general, true. Structural obstacles are presented by both the ideal
and the von Neumann algebra. In the first instance, if I is not large
 .  .enough not strong operator dense in M then w fails regardless. In the
second instance, even if I is strong operator dense in M , the structure of
M itself may present obstacles. Example 3.12 is generic and the counterex-
amples in this paper are based on it. It is more or less the case that the
 .properly infinite part of M should be ``at most'' a factor in order for w to
be guaranteed true.
 .  .It can be argued that w is not the most appropriate analogue of ( in
this setting, because the closedness of the range is not a requirement for
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an operator to be semi-Fredholm with respect to a given ideal. Rather
Kaftal has introduced a generalization of closedness of a subspace of H
which can be most succinctly expressed as follows:-
[ ]DEFINITION 1.1 7 . A subspace S ; H is I-closed if there exist q,
p g M p with q H ; S ; p H and p y q g I p.
It can be shown that any operator semi-Fredholm relative to I has
I-closed range. It should be noted that if x g M has closed range then, it
has I-closed range. Furthermore, it is well known that the sum of a closed
subspace and a finite dimensional subspace is closed, from which it follows
 .  .that in the case M s B H a subspace is K H -closed if and only if it is
closed.
 .The most appropriate analogue of ( may therefore be as follows:
 .ww Suppose x g M is non-semi-Fredholm relative to the closed
two sided ideal I, but has I-closed range. Then there exists y g I such
that x q l y does not have I-closed range for every l / 0.
However, since any operator with closed range I-closed range, any coun-
 .  .terexample to w will also be a counterexample to ww .
2. PRELIMINARIES AND THE STATEMENT OF THE
MAIN RESULT
 .M will denote a von Neumann algebra which is contained in B H , the
 .bounded linear operators on the Hilbert space H. Z M denotes the
centre of M ; M u the unitary members of M ; M sa the self adjoint
members of M ; and M p the lattice of orthogonal projections from M.
When we say projection we mean orthogonal projection.
 .  .For x g M , N x denotes the null projection and R x the range
 .projection of x. The support projection l x is the smallest projection
 .  .e g M for which ex s x; it coincides with R x . r x is similarly defined on
 .  .the right hand side and then clearly coincides with R x* . z x is the
central support of x, that is, the smallest central projection e with ex s x.
Two projections p and q are said to be equivalent in the Murray]von
.Neumann sense , denoted p ; q, if there exists a partial isometry ¨ g M
such that p s ¨*¨ , q s ¨¨*. In our work the choice of partial isometry will
¨
be of importance, and we will write p ; q to denote that above relation-
¨ * .ships. Then, for example, q ; p .
< <x denotes the absolute value of x, that is, the positive operator
sa  .appearing in the polar decomposition of x. Given x g M , e x denotesB
the spectral projection corresponding to a spectral set B ; R; and for
 .  .e x we simply write e x .y`, t x t
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I will be a norm-closed two-sided ideal in M. The set I p s I l M p
forms what is called a p-ideal, namely, it is closed under the formation of
joins, subprojections, and equivalent projections.
Olsen has developed a comprehensive Fredholm theory relative to such
an ideal in I : here we summarise the facts we will need which can all be
w xfound in 13, Sect. 4 . Let p : M ª MrI be the canonical quotient map.
 .    < <...The lower bound of x relative to I, denoted m x , is inf s p x , which
  < <. p4can be shown to coincide with sup l g R : e x g I . An operator x isl
 .  .  .defined to be left, right Fredholm relative to I if p x is left, right
 .invertible in MrI. Then x is left Fredholm if and only if m x ) 0 and is
 .right Fredholm if and only if m x* ) 0.
 .PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose x, y g B H .
 .  .  < <.a g x s g x ;
 .  .b g x ) 0 if and only if x has closed range;
 .  . < <  4c g x s inf s x _ 0 ; . .
 .  .  .d If x G y G 0 and xy s yx then g x G g y ;
 . w . w .  .e If f : 0, ` ª 0, ` is continuous and increasing with f 0 s 0,
  < <..   ..then g f x s f g x ;
 .  .  .f g x s g x* ;
 .  .  . pg If N x , N x* f I then x is non-semi-Fredholm. The con¨erse is
 .true whene¨er g x ) 0.
 . 5 5 5 < < 5Proof. a This is clear from the fact that xj s x j for all
  .  < <. .j g H. As a consequence, N x s N x .
 . w xb This is well known in the Banach space case, see 4, IV 1.6 .
 . w xc This appears in 12 . We give a different proof. We make use of
 .the following well known result: if 0 F x g B H then
s x s l g R : e x / 0 ;e ) 0 . .  . 4lye , lqe x
 < <.  < <.Suppose 0 - l g s x and 0 - e - l. Choose 0 / j g e x .lye , lqe x
5 < < 5 5 5 5 < < 5   < <..  < <.  . Then l q e G x j r j s x j rd j , N x G g x s g x . Here
 . .  .we use the fact that j H N x . Thus F follows.
< <  4Suppose 0 - l - inf s x _ 0 . There exists e ) 0 with . .
 < <.  < <.e x s 0. suppose j f N x . Then0, lqe x
5 < < 5 5 < < < < 5 5 < < < < 5x j x e x j x e x j .  .lqe , `. lqe , `.
g x G s s Glqe . .
< < 5 < < 5 5 < < 5d j , N x e x j e x j .  .  . . 0, `. lqe , `.
 .Thus G follows.
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 .d We consider the abelian von Neumann algebra generated by x
and y, which is )-isomorphic with the continuous functions on some
Ãcompact Hausdorff space X . Let the )-isomorphism be denoted by . We
 .  .have that x t G y t G 0 for every t g X ; furthermore the spectra of xÃ Ã
and y coincide with the range of x and y. The required conclusion nowÃ Ã
 .follows from c .
 .  .e This is an immediate consequence of c and the spectral map-
ping theorem.
 . w xf This is non-trivial in the Banach space setting, see 4, IV 1.8 . In
 .the Hilbert space setting it is an easy consequence of c and the method
w xof argument of 13, Proposition 4.3 .
 .g The forward direction is an immediate consequence of the re-
 .marks prior to this proposition. For the converse we have that m x s 0
 .but g x ) 0, which shows that 0 is an isolated point of the essential
 . p  .  .spectrum, and so N x f I . Similarly, since m x* s 0 and g x* s
p .  .g x ) 0, we have N x* f I .
 .Note that Proposition 2.2 d is false without the assumption of commu-
2 1 1 0w x w x  .tativity: putting x s and y s we have that x G y G 0 and via c1 1 0 0
’ .  .  . we have g x s 3 y 5 r2 - 1, g y s 1. These matrices are the same
w x  . 2as those considered in 6, Sect. 4.2 to show that f t s t is not operator
.monotonic .
Recall that an infinite projection e g M p is said to be properly infinite if
 . pfor every p g Z M we have that either ep s 0 or ep is infinite.
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose e g M p is properly infinite.
 .  .a z e is properly infinite.
 .b A non-zero central subprojection of a properly infinite projection is
properly infinite.
 .Proof. a From the theory of type decompositions we can write
 .  . pz e s f q p where f , p g Z M and f is finite, p is properly infinite. f
 .and p are uniquely determined. Then e s ez e s ef q ep, and so ef s 0
or is infinite. But f is finite and so ef is finite. Hence ef s 0, e s ep, and
 .  .  .z e F p. Thus f q p s z e F p, showing that f s 0 and z e s p. Thus
 .z e is properly infinite.
 . p  . pb Suppose e g M is properly infinite and 0 / f F e, f g Z M .
Now 0 / f s fe so by the definition of ``properly infinite'' applied to e, we
see that f is infinite.
 . p  .Suppose p g Z M . Then fp s fep s fp e and again applying the
definition to e we see that fp s 0 or fp is an infinite projection. Thus f is
properly infinite.
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We state the main result here, and devote the next section to the proof.
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose M is a ¨on Neumann algebra and suppose I is a
 .  p4non-tri¨ ial norm-closed ideal of M. Let s I s k p : p g I .
 .  .  .I If s I / I then w fails regardless.
 .  .II If s I s I then the following three possibilities arise:
 . pa all properly infinite members of M belong to I ;
 .b there is exactly one central properly infinite projection not belong-
ing to I ;
 .c there are two or more centrally orthogonal properly infinite projec-
tions not belonging to I.
That these three possibilities are exhausti¨ e is a consequence of Lemma
 . .  .  .  .  .2.3 a . Then w is true under a and b , and fails under c .
 .  .COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose s I s I. Condition w is true if M is finite,
or if M is an infinite factor, or if M is the sum of a finite ¨on Neumann
algebra and an infinite factor.
Proof. If M is finite then there are no properly infinite projections,
 .  .and a applies. If M is an infinite factor then b applies. If M is a sum of
 .  .a finite von Neumann algebra and an infinite factor then either a or b
applies.
3. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
 .  . pLEMMA 3.6. Suppose I is an ideal of M. Then s I g Z M .
Proof. Since I p is closed under finite joins it follows that it forms a
 .net p when ordered in the usual way. This net is necessarily stronga
 . uoperator convergent to s I . Suppose u g M . Then u*p u is stronga
 . p  .operator convergent to u*s I u. Now u*p u g I , and so u*s I u Fa
 .s I . Standard reasoning completes the proof.
COROLLARY 3.7. All non-tri¨ ial ideals in a factor are strong-operator
dense.
 .  4  .Proof. s I g 0, I from the lemma. Since I is non-trivial, s I / 0.
 . wSo s I s I. The result now follows from the characterisations seen in 3,
xProposition 2.3 .
 .  .LEMMA 3.8. Suppose I is an ideal of M. For y g I we ha¨e l y , r y ,
 .  .z y F s I .
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 .  .  .  .  .Proof. l y s R y s R yy* s e yy* s E e yy* by the0, `. e ) 0 e , `.
 .right continuity of spectral families. Since yy* g I, we have e yy* ge , `.
p w x  .  .I for all e ) 0 by 6, Lemma 6.8.1 . Hence l y F s I .
 .  .  .  .  .By adjunction, r y g I. Since s I y s l y y s y, z y F s I .
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 3.9 Case I . Suppose s I / I. Then w fails.
 .  .  . pProof. Suppose s I s p / I. Then g p s 1, N p s 1 y p f I
and p is not semi-Fredholm.
15 5 < <Suppose y g I and y F 1, and l g C, l F . From Lemma 3.8 we4
have
< < 2p q l y s p q l y * p q l y .  .
2< <s p q l py q l y*p q l y*y
2< <s p q l y q l y* q l y*y.
2 2 35 < < 5 < < < < < < Now l y q l y* q l y*y F 2 l q l F 3 l F and also z l y q l y*4
2 23 1< < . < < <q l y*y F p, and thus y p F l y q l y* q l y*y. Therefore p F p4 4
2 1< < <  . q l y and p F p q l y . Hence by Proposition 2.2 d we have g p q2
1.l y G .2
  ..  .PROPOSITION 3.10 Case II a . Suppose s I s I and all properly infi-
p  .nite members of M belong to I. Then w is true.
Proof. From the theory of type decompositions we can find a central
projection P such that P is finite and I y P is properly infinite. Necessar-
ily I y P g I p.
Now suppose we are given x g M which is not semi-Fredholm but has
 .  .  . pclosed range. Then from Proposition 2.2 g we have N x , N x* f I
 . p  . pand so N x P f I , N x* P f I .
 .  .  .  . w xNow R x ; R x* and so R x P ; R x* P by 6, Proposition 6.2.3 .
 .  .Therefore P y R x P ; P y R x* P since P is a finite projection. In
¨ .  .other words, N x P ; N x* P.
 . p w xSince N x P f I we can use 3, Proposition 2.3 to find a sequence of
 .` p `  .non-zero orthogonal projections e from I with  e F N x P.n ns1 ns1 n
 . pPut f s ¨e ¨ *. Then f ; e , f F N x* , f g I . Put y sn n n n n n
`  . 1rn ¨e . Then y g I, and if l g C thenns1 n
< < 2x q l y s x q l y * x q l y .  .
2< <s x*x q l x*y q l y*x q l y*y
< < 2s x*x q l y*y
2< <l
`s x*x q  e .ns1 n /n
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< < 2Now choose 0 / j g e H. Then j is an eigenvector for x q l yn n n
 < < .2  < < .2  < < 2 . < <with eigenvalue l rn . Hence l rn g s x q l y and so l rn g
 < <.  .s x q l y . Since n was arbitrarily, g x q l y s 0.
  ..  .PROPOSITION 3.11 Case II b . Suppose s I s I and exactly one cen-
p  .tral properly infinite member of M does not belong of I. Then w is true.
 .Proof. Let e be the projection in question. By Lemma 2.3 b , e has no
non-trivial central subprojections. Hence Me is a factor.
Let P be as in the previous proposition. Then e H P. Let x be as in the
 .  .previous proposition. As before, N x P ; N x* P. Furthermore, since
 .  .Me is a factor, N x e and N x* e are comparable. We may suppose for
 .  .  . .  . .definiteness that N x e ) N x* e. Then N x P q e ) N x* P q e .
 .  . P p  . .Since N x , N x* f I and I y P y e g I we have that N x P q e ,
 . . pN x* P q e f I .
We now complete the proof in the same manner as in the previous
proposition, choosing a sequence of non-zero orthogonal projections
` p ` .  . .e from I with  e F N x P q e , and proceed as before.n ns1 ns1 n
 .  .We now turn to the Case II c , where w fails. The following counterex-
ample, although found in a specific situation, is nevertheless generic, and
contains most of the ideas required for the general case.
`
EXAMPLE 3.12. Let H s H , where the H are all copies of the same[ i i
is1
infinite dimensional Hilbert space. Let M be the algebra of 2 = 2 diago-
 .nal matrices that have entries from B H and let I be the diagonal
 .matrices whose entries are from K H . Of course I is an ideal in M.
 .For j , j , . . . g H we define the shifts of infinite multiplicity1 2
r : j , j , . . . ª 0, j , j , . . . .  .1 2 1 2
l : j , j , j , . . . ª j , j , . . . . .  .1 2 3 2 3
Furthermore let p denote the orthogonal projection of H onto the ithi
coordinate space. p is not compact because H is infinite dimensional.i i
r 0w xLet x s .0 l
I 0l 0 lr 0w x w x w x 5 5  .Then x* s and x*x s s and so x s 1 and g x s0 I y p0 r 0 rl 1
0 0 .  . w x1. Also N x s N x*x s f I, so x is not left Fredholm. Likewise0 p1
p 01 . w xN x* s f I, so x is not right Fredholm.0 0
The basic principle occurring here is that r is left but not right
 .  .Fredholm in K H , and l is right but not left Fredholm in K H , and the
.matrix inherits the worst properties from each of its entries.
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This principle is further illustrated by the obvious observation that
a 0p s r a F r b , .  . /0 b
or equivalently that
a 0
s s s a Ds b . .  . /0 b
Hence
a 0 a 0  4g s inf s _ 0 /  /0 b 0 b
< <a 0  4s inf s _ 0 /< <0 b
< < < <  4s inf s a Ds b _ 0 4 .  .
< < < < 4  4s inf s a _ 0 D s b _ 0 4 .  . .  .
s min g a , g b . 4 .  .
a 05w x5 5 5 5 54Similar arguments demonstrate that s max a , b .0 b
k 01w xNow, returning to the main argument, let k s and suppose k g I0 k 2
5 5  .  .  .or suppose k - 1 s g x s g l s g r . r is left Fredholm and so, by
 .classical results, r q k is left Fredholm and g r q k ) 0. Similarly1 1
 .  .g l q k ) 0. Hence g x q k ) 0, as required.2
 . pLEMMA 3.13. Suppose Q g Z M . Let P s I y Q. Consider the re-
duced ¨on Neumann algebras M and M acting on QH and PH, respec-Q P
 .   .  .4ti¨ ely. Then g x s min g x , g x for x g M.Q P
Proof. Suppose x g M is invertible. Then P s PxPPxy1P and Q s
QxQQxy1Q. Hence x is invertible in M , with inverse xy1 and x isP P P Q
invertible in M with inverse xy1.Q Q
Conversely, if x y s y x s P and x z s z x s Q thenP P P P Q Q Q Q
x PyP q QzQ s PxPPyP q QxQQzQ s P q Q s I .
 .and likewise PyP q QzQ x s I.
 .  .  .  .  .What we deduce is that r x s r x l r x . Hence s x s s xP Q P
 .j s x . In particularQ
< < < < < <s x s s x Ds x .  .  .P Q
< < < <s s x Ds x , .  .P Q
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< < < <since x s x , by uniqueness of square roots. ThusP P
< <  4g x s inf s x _ 0 .  .
< < < < 4  4s min inf s x _ 0 ; inf s x _ 0 . .  . 5 .P Q
s min g x , g x . .  . 4P Q
  ..PROPOSITION 3.14 Case II c . Suppose M has at least two centrally
 .orthogonal properly infinite projections not belonging to I. Then w fails.
 .Proof. From Lemma 2.3 a we may suppose that we have central
properly infinite orthogonal projections e, f not belonging to I. For
convenience put p s 1 y e y f.
By the Halving lemma we may choose an orthogonal family e ; M pi j
indexed by N = N such that e s ` e and e ¨ e for some partiali, js1 i j i j i j
isometry ¨ . Likewise we have an orthogonal family f ; M p indexed byi j i j
N = N such that f s ` f and f w f for some partial isometry w .i, js1 i j i j i j i j
Motivated by the shifts of infinite multiplicity seen earlier, we define
Ugeneralized shifts r , l , r , l . Note that e e . Define r s¨ ¨e e f f i j k l ek l i j&
` ¨U ¨ which is well defined in the sense of so-convergence ofi, js1  iq1. j i j
partial sums. Put l s rU s ` ¨U ¨ . Likewise let r se e i, js1 i j  iq1. j f
` wU w and l s rU s ` wU w . Let x s p q r q l , soi, js1  iq1. j i j f f i, js1 i j  iq1. j e f
U  .x s p q l q r . We claim that x provides a counterexample to w .e f
x*x s p q l q r p q f q l .  .e f e f
s p q l r q r le e f f
`
s p q e q f i j
is2
js1
`
s I y f 1 j
js1
p  . 5 5which is a member of M ; thus g x s 1 and x s 1.
` `
 .  .Similarly xx* s I y e . N x s N x*x s f G f ; f f I and 1 j 1 j 11
js1 js1
 .  .so N x f I. Likewise N x* f I. Hence x is not semi-Freholm.
15 5 < <  . Suppose y g M and y - 1, and l g C, l F . Now x q l y * x q4
2 2. < < 5 < < 5 < <l y s x*x q l x*y q l y*x q l y*y and l x*y q l y*x q l y*y F 2 l
2 23 3 3< < < < < <q l F 3 l F . Let k s l x*y q l y*x q l y*y. Then y I F k F I,4 4 4
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and so
2
g x q l y s g x q l y * x q l y .  .  . .  .p p
s g x*x q k . .p
s g I q k . .p
1
G g I / /4 p
1
s .
4
1 . .  .Thus g x q l y G . Here we used the fact that x*x s I and alsop p p2
 .Proposition 2.2 d .
1 .  . .Since x*x s I , it follows likewise that g x q l y G . Finallye e e 2
 . .2  .U .2  .g x q l y s g x q l y and we deduce via the fact that xx* s If f f f
1 1 . .  .that g x q l y G . From Lemma 3.13 we get that g x q l y G .f 2 2
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